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Abstract
Dependability in IoT networks largely relies on the ro-

bustness of a routing protocol such as Routing Protocol for
Low-power and Lossy Networks (RPL). Routing is expected
to be secure and resilient, in particular against adversaries
who try to break into the topology or disturb the overall op-
eration of the network. In this demonstration, we will show-
case Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop (TRAIL)—our ap-
proach to securing RPL that successfully prevents attacks on
the topology and isolates attacking nodes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Net-

work Protocols—Routing Protocols, Security
Keywords

IoT, routing security, mobile security, topology verifica-
tion

1 Introduction
The hierarchical composition of a RPL [5] topology binds

child nodes to a parent node, while each node calculates its
topological position, based on the individual rank inherited
from its parent-node. RPL does not define mechanisms to se-
cure and verify the correctness of an announced rank, which
renders it being vulnerable to rank forgery and rank spoofing
attacks. Using these weaknesses, an adversary can pretend
to be in an arbitrary topological position. This allows him to
cause a partition of the topology which in the worst case has
impact on a greater number of nodes. As result of such an
attack, the adversary attracts a large amount of traffic facili-
tating further attacks on the passing information and payload.
To cope with this vulnerability in RPL, we developed TRAIL
[3], a lightweight security approach for the IoT. TRAIL al-
lows to validate the complete path from any node to the root
of a RPL network with a single traversing message.

In this demonstration, we address the vulnerabilities of
RPL (§2) and show the design principles of the TRAIL se-
curity measurements (§3). Practically (§4) we show (i) a
successful attack on RPL causing the reconstruction of large
parts of the topology, and (ii) RPL with applied TRAIL that
successfully preventing the attack and isolating the attacker.

2 Vulnerabilities of RPL
The RPL protocol constructs destination oriented di-

rected acyclic graph (DODAG), i.e., trees with a single root-
node. Each node in a DODAG has a rank calculated from
its relationship to a parent-node. This rank logically de-
scribes the topological distance to the DODAG root. To join
a DODAG, a node chooses a parent-node from the existing
DODAG and computes its own rank by increasing the re-
ceived parent rank. Then it announces its rank to offer being
a parent for other joining nodes. Thus, ranks rise monoton-
ically with topological distance to the DODAG root and a
low rank indicates being a beneficial parent-node to choose.
While RPL forbids being endlessly greedy to prevent oscilla-
tion between two nodes, it allows a node to switch to a more
beneficial parent and adjust its rank accordingly. Figure 1(a)
depicts a healthy DODAG. The red dots are the nodes with
their rank placed in brackets. The arrows show the parent-
child communication in the DODAG.

An adversary can exploit the rank based construction and
maintenance of a DODAG. By announcing a beneficial low
rank, neighbor-nodes will choose the adversary as their new
parent. In turn they will recalculate and announce their new
lower rank too, attracting their neighbors. This cascades
throughout the DODAG until the deceived nodes and the
remaining unaffected nodes are in equilibrium. Exploiting
this weakness, enables to pull a major amount of traffic to-
wards an attacker to apply sinkhole attacks [4]. Periodical
switching its rank and triggering DODAG maintenance op-
erations on numerous nodes, enables to disturb or even inter-
rupt a RPL topology. Figure 1(b) shows the DODAG after
Attacker announced a low rank and successfully deceived its
neighbors.

3 TRAIL in a nutshell
A node that requires validation of a complete path to the

root node creates a TRAIL validation message extending
it with a nonce using Bloom filter [2] compression. The
TRAIL validation message is forwarded to its parent node.
Upon reception, the parent node validates if rank of the child
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(a) RPL DODAG before the attack (b) Partitioned RPL DODAG after the attack

Figure 1. Successful attack on RPL

node is not lower than the own rank. A violation of mono-
tonic rank order indicates either a RPL inconsistency or an
attack, causing the parent node to drop the TRAIL valida-
tion message. If the monotonic rank order is proven, the
parent node creates a Bloom filter from a chosen nonce and
prepends it to the TRAIL validation message before forward-
ing it to its parent node. Upon reception of multiple valida-
tion messages, a node validates the monotonic rank order for
each child. The node merges all Bloom filters of the TRAIL
validation messages aligned on the last prepended filters, i.e.,
the one inserted by its child nodes, resulting in a new single
TRAIL validation message. Note: Bloom filters can be short
and correspond to the number of child nodes.

The TRAIL validation message propagating to the root
node contains all nonces from one topological distance to the
root node in a single Bloom filter. The position of each fil-
ter in the message represents the logical distance to the root
node. The root node validates the monotonic rank order and
merges the TRAIL validation messages. Then it signs the
TRAIL validation message and forwards it back to all child
nodes. When a child node receives a signed TRAIL valida-
tion message, it first verifies the signature and than probes
if its nonce is in the compressed Bloom filter at its assumed
topological position in the message. On success, the com-
plete path to the root node is trustworthy to forward traffic.
The signed TRAIL validation message is than forwarded to
all child nodes. Whenever this validation fails the path to
the root node is assumed as compromised and the validation
message is dropped. Any inconsistency is detected imme-
diately in both direction by the node receiving the message.
Since propagation of a compromised TRAIL validation mes-
sage is stopped, the adversary is directly identified and iso-
lated from the topology.

Path validation using TRAIL ensures a monotonic topol-
ogy structure where inconsistencies are directly detected.
TRAIL successfully protects against rank spoofing attacks,
protecting the topology from partitioning. Attacking nodes
are reliably identified and isolated from the topology just
by the procedure of TRAIL. The characteristics of TRAIL
strengthens resilience against attacks and inconsistencies,

which is the base for dependable communication in the IoT.
A comprehensive analysis of TRAIL can be found in [3].
4 Demo

In our demonstration, we showcase the topological ro-
bustness of RPL using TRAIL. For the sensor nodes we use
Atmel SAM R21 Xplained Pro boards running RIOT-OS [1].
We present the following 2 demo scenarios:

1. We setup several sensor nodes to build a DODAG with
multihop routes using RPL without TRAIL. After the
DODAG converges, an arbitrary node starts an attack by
announcing a more beneficial rank, i.e., the rank of the
root-node. This will result in a partition of the DODAG.
Then we activate TRAIL on all nodes and monitor heal-
ing of the DODAG and isolation of the attacker.

2. We setup all nodes as before, but activate TRAIL be-
fore starting RPL. This demonstrates RPL protection
with TRAIL during the DODAG bootstrap phase. Then
again we choose an attacking node that will announce a
beneficial rank. Afterwards we start RPL on all nodes
to construct a DODAG. We will observe that the at-
tacking node cannot successfully attract child nodes and
eventually will remain isolated.
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